
For the preservation of our nutritional heritage.



Our dream was to pour nature in our wineglass....



Thus we roamed the scented 

slopes of Mountains Oeta 

and Ghiona in quest of wild 

vines descending from 

ancient plants...



The magnificent sight of that 

vine which lived in tight 

embrace with the agelong 

planetree by the bank of 

Mornos River, the two of 

them looked as if they were 

competing for height…...



Dragging our feet due to 

our heavy responsibility 

load, feeling like a rescuer 

coming face to face with 

danger… The danger of 

fire or merely neglect for 

this long  forgotten 

“treasure”. 



It was as early as 1977 

when we first started 

bottling, seeking for a 

non-sulphite, non-

chemical wine. Since 

2000 we had printed 

our own label!



...Still the wine would turn sour during summertime...



...A shipwreck inspired us to consult our ancestors.



Ancient Greeks were capable of making their 

wines without the use of chemicals. They had 

managed to contrive natural methods for 

preservation and massive transportation.!



We looked up in Plato and Dioscorides...



Ancient  Greeks had two distinct wines. They 

produced Akratos Oenos (high-strength wine)...



... …and used to drink Kekrammenos Oenos (or simply 
Krasi) , which consisted of Akratos Oenos mixed with 
spring water. They prepared an amalgamation. This 
way they chose to enjoy a wine of various strength 
according to their momentary mood.!



...And as a young, green shoot grows empowered by the 
stamina of the earth’s veins and the sun’s rays...



…there it sprang HELESSION 



Son of the Sun (Helios)… as well as of Ilession,
the ancient homeric community,
climbing the east slopes of Mount Kithairon.

Savatiano



...Exactly the place where our vineyards recline nowadays!

Roditis



Our passion for natural wine called for free plants,
liberated from pesticides and chemical fertilizers, deeply
rooted so as to cherish all nutrients from mother Earth. 

Agiorgitiko



...And we ’ve
found them!

Vines accompanied by cyclamens and cedars, 
by travelling birds who snuggle near the grapes 
to regain their vigour, and by fragrant air streams 
who pamper them with their caresses!



Vigilant sentinels at their side stand Dionysos, great Pan,

 the Nymphs and the Satyrs with their sprightly glance.



Helession Innovation

First and above all: the red vinification… 

Applied to both white and red varieties.



Following is the separation of water 

from a part of grape pulp...



...And the creation of 

Stafylomelo (grapehoney)...

This lends its vividness and strength

to the must so that the high-strength

Akratos Oenos is  produced !



Fermentation

comes next…...



…And last but not least the maturing procedure.





...The produce is bottled !



Akratos Oenos HELESSION!



Hedylli
(grapewater)

HELESSION!



Stafilomelo
(grapehoney)



Wine
(Kekrammenos Oenos)

HELESSION



The batch 2008 oenos (wines) retain an optimum condition,
attesting to the success of Helession Community novelty.



More than really Organic Wines… 
More than additives and sulphite-free Wines (NSA)… 
Pure Ancient Greek Wines HELESSION !



Carton packaging



Gift packs
 Box for 2 bottles

(wooden case) 



Gift packs
 Box for 3 bottles

(wooden case) 



Gift packs
 Box for 3 bottles

(wooden case) 



Gift packs
 Box for 3 bottles
(aged wooden case) 



 The new research activity of Helession Community:

Rice of natural farming.



And the name of it RYZEIS. 
Brown Organic Rice. Not a hint of chemicals, not even
a slightly bit of the approved substances according
to organic standards for pest and disease control.



Since the first Symposium of Helession (2008)



Ecofestival 2009



Cologne 2011



For the preservation of our nutritional heritage.
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